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MNDeployment # 6562 (Operational): BCO-DMO

Investigate title tag rendering for BCO-DMO, support as needed

2016-05-17 19:52 - Laura Moyers

Status: Closed Start date: 2016-05-17

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Jing Tao % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Deploy by end of Y3Q1   

Story Points:    

Description

from an email from Adam Shepherd 4/5/16:

I noticed at the search sandbox that the dataset title doesn’t appear in the listing of results (See attached). Is there documentation

that explains the mapping from metadata to display (or solr fields)? Maybe if I include a dc:description for each object in the ORE?

from an email from Mark Servilla 4/13/16:

Regarding the title - it appears that your title is embedded as part of a

/gmd:indentificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:citation/gmd:CI_Citation/gmd:title/gmx:Anchor element; I believe that

DataONE is using the .../gmd:title/gmdCharacterString element for mapping and indexing the title.

from an email from Adam Shepherd 4/13/16:

I think the NOAA Profile defines gmx:Anchor as a valid substitution for gco:CharacterString (

https://geo-ide.noaa.gov/wiki/index.php?title=Character_String_Extended_Types), but we can change this on our end if you prefer. 

Please evaluate the use of the gmx:Anchor tag and accommodate as necessary in the ISO NOAA-variant stylesheet, OR if more

appropriate, recommend alternative tag for title designation.   

Related issues:

Duplicates CN Index - Task #7752: Add gmx:Anchor path for Solr indexing of th... Closed 2016-04-26

History

#1 - 2016-05-19 15:59 - Dave Vieglais

- Assignee changed from Dave Vieglais to Ben Leinfelder

Reassigning to Ben.

#2 - 2016-05-19 19:38 - Ben Leinfelder

Can someone please attach the screen shot referenced?

#3 - 2016-05-19 20:44 - Laura Moyers

- File BCO-DMO screenshot from sandbox - title.png added

Screen shot attached of what Adam S was referring to in his 4/5/16 email.

#4 - 2016-05-19 21:37 - Ben Leinfelder

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Assignee changed from Ben Leinfelder to Jing Tao

- % Done changed from 0 to 30

It looks like Jing added the additional xpath for ISO 211 title.
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https://geo-ide.noaa.gov/wiki/index.php?title=Character_String_Extended_Types


//gmd:identificationInfo/gmd:MD_DataIdentification/gmd:citation/gmd:CI_Citation/gmd:title/gmx:Anchor/text()

Not sure when this will be deployed in production - perhaps Jing can comment?

#5 - 2016-05-19 21:46 - Jing Tao

This change is part of next 2.2.0 release:

https://redmine.dataone.org/issues/7752

#6 - 2016-05-20 21:35 - Ben Leinfelder

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

- % Done changed from 30 to 100

- translation missing: en.field_remaining_hours set to 0.0

#7 - 2016-05-20 21:35 - Ben Leinfelder

- Duplicates Task #7752: Add gmx:Anchor path for Solr indexing of the http://www.isotc211.org/2005/gmd-noaa metadata "title"  added
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